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We describe a class of models of the lambda calculus that generalize and simplify the quantitative 
domains of Girard (1988). Their salient feature is that these domains “do not have enough points”, in 
the sense that a map of domains is not entirely determined by its value on the points, i.e. the 
morphisms from the terminal object of the category. We construct a universal domain whose 
structure is particularly simple, and describe some of the features of the untyped lambda calculus 
associated to it. Finally, we show how linear logic can be interpreted in these domains, and construct 
another category of domains that supports linear logic. 
1. Stone Duality 
In this paper we construct simple models of the simple (first-order) typed and 
untyped lambda calculi, in the guise of Cartesian closed categories. Our approach 
generalizes and formalizes the notion of quantitative domain, introduced by Girard 
[S], and does so by the use of a form of Stone-Gelfand duality. Let us say what we 
mean by this: in mathematics there is a tradition of theorems based on a correspond- 
ence between a category Y of “spaces” and a category .d of “algebras”. Before we go 
any further let us introduce two test cases. 
Example 1.1. ,Y is the category of compact Hausdorff spaces (and continuous func- 
tions) and .d the category of (say, real) C*-algebras. The formal definition of a real 
C*-algebra would not be of any use here; it suffices to say that a C*-algebra A is a ring 
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obeying certain added conditions 19, IV, 4.41, such that one can use these algebraic 
conditions to define a norm on A making it a complete normed real vector space, i.e. 
a Banach space. Moreover, the operation of ring multiplication is bounded for that 
norm (equivalently: continuous for the topology the norm defines), and such a struc- 
ture is called a Banach algebra. A morphism of C*-algebras is a morphism of rings 
which is bounded for the norm. 
Example 1.2. .‘I’ is the category of all topological spaces and continuous functions, 
and .r/ the category of ,fku~7c~.s: a frame is a complete lattice obeying the distributivity 
law 
N A v hi = v (II A h;), 
iel it/ 
where the set I may be infinite. 
In both cases there is a contravariant functor H:.‘/‘“P-+.P/: in Example 1.1, given 
X compact Hausdorff, O(X) is the set of all continuous functions into the reals, which 
is a C*-algebra by pointwise addition and multiplication. The action of 6, on mappings 
is given by composition to the right. In Example 1.2 H associates to any topological 
space the frame O(X) of opens, ordered by inclusion, and its value on a continuous 
functionj’: X -+ Y is the inverse image function H(J‘) =.f’ -I : H( Y)+O( X). H(f) is a mor- 
phism of frames since it preserves all unions and finite intersections (a morphism of 
frames is exactly a function that preserves infinite sups and finite infs.) The essential 
property of 0 is that there is a substantial full subcategory .Y”cY such that 0 restricts 
to an equi~~lencc of categories between .y” and its image in .doP; in Example 1.1 ,Y’ is 
the whole of .Y’. That is. if X. Y are two compact Hausdorff spaces, then there is 
a bijective correspondence between the set of continuous functions X-, Y and the set 
of morphisms of C*-algebras fI( Y)+O( X), and given a C*-algebra A4 in the image of 
0 there is a unique (defined up to unique isomorphism) compact Hausdorff space 
X such that O( X)2 M. X can be constructed from M by taking for its points the 
characters of M: the morphisms of C*-algebras M+R, where R is the set of real 
numbers. It is easy to describe the image of I) in this example: a C*-algebra M is of the 
form O(X) iff it is commutative; in a nutshell, this is Gelfand duality. This allows us to 
legitimately consider a commutative C*-algebra as a compact Hausdorff space, and 
a not-necessarily commutative one can be thought of by extension as a generalized 
compact space. If M is the name of the algebra then the “space” it defines is named 
&f*. If N is another algebra, one should consider a morphism M+N as a continuous 
function N* +M*. This geometric approach to C*-algebras has been shown to be 
fruitful in mathematics [S, 221. 
In Example I .2 .Y’ is different from .v’ and is defined by a mild separation condition 
known as sobriety 19, II. 1.61: to say that a space is sober is the same as saying that its 
lattice of opens uniquely determines its points; this is weaker than T, (Hausdorff), 
stronger than To but independent of T1. Anyway if X. Y are sober topological spaces 
then the horn-sets .Y’(X, Y) and .Cn((0( Y), Q(X)) are in bijective correspondence, and 
a frame M in the image of 0 is the lattice of opens of an essentially unique sober space 
X. The points of X can be recovered as the morphisms of frames M+S, where S is the 
two-point frame {O, 1) with 0~ 1. As before a frame M can be thought of as 
a generalized topological space, that may not have any points (characters M+S) at 
all; such frames are easy to construct. The idea that a frame can be thought of as 
a generalized space gives rise to the notion of loccrlr: a locale M* is the same thing as 
a frame M, but a morphism of locales M*+N* goes in the reverse direction; it is 
a morphism of frames N + M. For more about these two examples the reader should 
consult [9]. 
So on one side of the duality we have space-like objects, and on the other side 
ring-like creatures: a C*-algebra certainly is a ring, and a frame is a form of infinitary 
semiring since it has infinite addition (sups), binary multiplication (binary infs), and 
the distributivity law holds. Now domain theory is usually concerned with spaces: for 
example, given a Scott domain one can think of it as a topological space, using the 
Scott topology. It is only recently that the “ring” (or frame) point of view has been 
introduced in domain theory [l]. In this paper we introduce domains for which the 
algebraic aspect prevails over the spatial aspect. 
We first fix a frame A and use it as a coefficient ring for the rest of the paper. In 
practice A could very well be the two-element frame S, and this is the simplest and 
probably the most important example. Now A does not need to be a frame for the 
construction described below to work; the properties of A that matter are: 
~ A has an infinite addition: for all families (17i)ie, of elements of A the sum (sup) Ci Ui is 
defined. This is an operation which is commutative (the sum is independent of 
permutations in the index set) and associative: if ( Ji)iGl is a family of sets and for 
each i (U::)j,,, a Ji-indexed family of elements of A then we have 
c ( c a;)= 1 uf, 
iEI jcJ, Ii. j)tK 
where K is the set of all ordered pairs (i,j), ill, jEJi. The empty sum 0 is necessarily 
an additive unit. For finite families we write addition in the usual way, i.e. u + b. 
~ There is a binary multiplication ah (or CI l b) which is associative, commutative, has 
a unit 1 and distributes over infinite sums: h(~iui)=~ihui. 
Therefore, the relevant structure is that of a commutative semiring with infinitary 
addition. Here are examples of such structures that are not frames: 
~ A commutative quantale 120, 211 is a complete lattice along with a binary opera- 
tion which is associative, commutative, has a unit and distributes over infinite sups. 
A commutative quantale A is just an infinitary semiring as above where the additive 
structure is determined by an order relation on A. To get Ciai just take the sup of 
the family (~7~)~. The ordering can be deduced from the additive structure, as is 
well-known: a < h iff a + h = h. Another fact, well-known in the finitary case, applies 
here: a commutative quantale is just an infinitary semiring obeying the additional 
law a + a = a. A frame is just a quantale where multiplication is finitary inf. 
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- The free semiring with one generator is the class of cardinals, with ordinary 
addition and multiplication of cardinals as operations. It is not surprising we 
encounter large semirings since one operation is infinitary. Since there is a natural 
notion of morphism between elements of this semiring, and its operations can be 
defined by universal properties of the categorical structure, what we are dealing 
with actually is the category of sets. This example is the original one treated by 
Girard. In this case we are morally obliged to describe what happens to morphisms, 
and so the theory will be treated independently in another paper [12]. 
~ Let A = N u { x}, where N denotes the set of natural numbers. The operations are 
defined as with cardinals, but with the rounding off of any infinite value to x. In 
this case the morphisms have to be dropped since sum is no more a coproduct. This 
reduction of the previous example is sufficient to take account of all the multiplicity 
considerations of [S]. 
_ Let A = (0, 1, co), where the sum of a family (Ui)ieA of element is defined to be 0 if all 
the ui are 0, 1 if there are a finite number of ones and all the other ai are zero, 
CC otherwise. The multiplication is defined just as in the previous case. 0 can be 
thought of as “none”, 1 as “a few” and xt as “many”. This case is very simple and 
deserves to be explored further. 
2. Free A-algebras 
From now on we contend ourselves with A being a frame, chosen once and for all, 
although the theory extends without change to the context of infinitary semirings as 
described above. Most of the times we emphasize the ring-theoretical aspect of things, 
and use the +, notation instead of the usual order-theoretical one. For readability we 
write the product most often as x l y, but also sometimes as xy. The first question we 
ask ourselves is: given a set I, what is the free A-module M with I as a set of 
generators? Given ill we write i when we consider it as an element of M. In ordinary 
(semi)ring theory an element of M is a finite linear combination, ~iai;, where u,EA. 
Since in our case addition is infinite we have to take all infinite linear combinations. 
Therefore, M is the set A’ of all functions I + A, or Z-indexed families of elements of A, 
with addition calculated pointwise and scalar multiplication computed as usual: 
b(Ciuii)=Cib.uii. In the same way, given a set I we can ask what is the free A-algebra 
generated by I, i.e. what are polynomials with coefficients in A and variables taken 
from the set I like. An element iE1 is also written as xi to emphasize its status as 
a variable in a polynomial “ring”. Now let %(I) be the free commutative monoid 
generated by I. That is, an element X of %‘(I) is a monomial (multiset) 
Xrnl II l x:* l ... *XT,” with the Xir in I. Then since we are allowed infinite sums, to define 
a polynomial we have to assign a coefficient to every monomial in %(I). In other 
words a polynomial 
P= c PXX 
XE%(l) 
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is the same thing as a function ( px)x : V(I)+A, and the algebra we are looking for has 
for underlying set A”“). Obviously, for any iEl -Yi denotes the function which is 1 at 
i and zero everywhere else. Thus, the “polynomials” we were looking for look more 
like power series.. . From now on we call the elements of A’“’ power series, even if the 
universal property that they obey makes them closer to polynomials. 
An A-algebra has three operations: addition and scalar multiplication are done just 
as for modules. Multiplication of power series is the usual operation of taking all 
products of pairs of coefficients and redistributing. It can be thought of as a convolu- 
tion: given p=( px)x and q =(qx)x then 
(P’q)x= c PY.42. 
YZ=X 
(*I 
Notice this is a finite sum, just as for ordinary power series rings. The reader can verify 
that A”(‘) does indeed obey the universal property of a free A-algebra: given another 
A-algebra B and a Z-indexed collection (bi)i of elements of B there is a unique 






Given PEA”(‘) the value f(p) is simply the result of substituting the bi for the Xi in 
p and evaluating in B. In particular B can be of the form A’6(J). In this case we are only 
substituting power series into other power series, without having to worry about the 
usual restriction of the hi having null coefficient in degree zero. Let us be more explicit: 
let B=A’6’J’, and hi=~yE,~I,(J~by,i* Y. For ~GA”“’ we want to calculate f(p)~A”~‘. 
Assume first p is a monomial, p=XM(I), with X =xcl l x7 l ... l xc. To every 
1 d k d II assign a set Yk that has exactly mk element, in such a way that the Yk are 
pairwise disjoint. Let Y be the union-sum Y = YI u...u Y,,. There is an obvious 
function c(: Y-1 that sends every element of Yk to ik. We can now generalize (*) to 
calculate, given YE%(J), the Y-coefficient of the power series f(X): 
f‘W),=C n b ,,g ( ct~ rrc,.ztc,)> (**I 
where K is the set of all functions z: Y+%(J) such that (nCEyr(c))= Y. If now p is any 
power series, p = xx px l X, we use the fact f is a morphism of algebras: 
.f(P)r= c PX’f(X)Y. 
XE’d(I) 
Let us look at the category of free A-algebras, or more accurately its opposite. That 
is, let %r be the following category: the objects are sets; given a set I we write I* to 
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denote it as an object of % ‘. A morphism I *+J* is a morphism of A-algebras 
A ‘~,(l)+~‘~,(Jl~ 
Theorem 2.1. W is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. The product of I * and J* is (I +J)*, where + denotes the disjoint sum 
(coproduct). This can be checked easily: 
A%(S) AIgehras ( A’“‘I+J’ 
(K*-+z*) x (K*+J*) 
all the isomorphisms being clearly natural in all variables. The terminal object is 
obviously 8* and A”““) = A”’ z A. Given a set I a point of I* is simply a morphism 
@*+I*. In other words it is a character of A”“): a morphism of algebras A”(‘)+A. By 
the universal property of A”“) the set of points of I * is just A’. This gives us a natural, 
congenial interpretation of quantitative domains: a morphism Z*+J* is a family of 
power series (pj)j,J with pj~ A ‘6’1’ Therefore, it determines an “analytic” function 
( pj( - ))j: A’+AJ, but the correspondence is not one-to-one in general. For example, 
take A to be S= (0, 1). Then the polynomials x,x2 and x +xy seen as morphisms 
(x, yj*-+{z}* all determine the same function A ‘--+A, namely the first projection. This 
phenomenon is summarized by a slogan: the domains of 7&T do not have enough 
points. We can interpret this as a form of intensionality: an algorithm (a family of 
power series) is something more than the function it determines on the points. This 
phenomenon, while standard in topos theory, has not been current in domain theory 
so far; although see [4]. 
For any set I, A’ can be given the pointwise order and, thus, has a natural frame 
structure. Given a morphism ( P~)~: I *+J*, the function ( pj)j: A’+AJ it induces is 
monotone (the pointy brackets are just a standard way in category theory to denote 
maps to a product; the overline serves to distinguish between a formal power series 
and the “analytic” function it defines.) It is natural to ask how much of the frame 
structure (pj)j will preserve. But for every j pi is built by substitution from the 
projections pi: A’+A, the binary inf A’-+A, the infinitary sup A”“)-+A, and the 
constants of A. Now because of the associativity of sup the operation sup : A”“)+A 
preserves sups. But the binary inf preserves sups only in each variable, and there is no 
way to guarantee that the function inf: A 2+ A preserves the sups defined in the 
Cartesian product. In fact this is not even true for the frame S. We can only be sure that 
inf preserves directed (filtered) sups since it is a well known result of domain theory 
that a two-variable function preserves directed sups in each variable iff it preserves 
them on the product poset. Therefore, ~j is guaranteed to be continuous in the sense of 
domain theory. It is easy to see pj does not preserve finite infs in general, and in fact is 
not stable. Thus, pj can be said to be “continuous, but nothing stronger”. This also 
applies to the function (Pj)j: since the category of frames and continuous functions 
has all products of small families of objects, (pj)j is continuous. 
Notice that the functor % sends disjoint sums to products: ‘t’(l +J)?%‘(I) x K(J). 
This is trivial to check since a monomial in I + J can be written in only one way as 
a product of two monomials, one in I and one in J. We can now say what functions 
spaces are like. Given sets I and J we define 1*-J* to be (%(I) x J)*. Then 
A 




by exponential adjunction in Sets 
and this completes the proof. C 
Let us describe what happens in a bit more detail. Let p : K * x I * -+ J *. That is, p is 
a family ( pj)jsJ of power series 
in K + I. The exponential transpose K * +I*+J* is the K(1) x J-indexed family 
c PX-Y.j*x 
XE% (K) (Y. j)e%(I) x J 
of power series in K. We denote the variables of I *s-J* by .Yr,j YE%‘(I),~EJ. Then the 
evaluation (I*+J*)x I*+J* is the J-indexed family 
of power series in (%(I) x J)+I. 
Notice that given sets I, J the horn-set Y4 ‘(I *, J *) has a natural poset structure. This 
is because this set is just ( A’6”‘)J r A”(‘) xJ and we take the pointwise order again. This 
can be viewed another way: the semiring A”“) IS actually a quantale since addition is 
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idempotent. The order structure induced by addition is just pointwise order and, so, 
(.4”“‘)J has the structure of a power of a quantale. We will freely go back and forth 
between the isomorphic presentations ( ,4’6(1))J z A”(I) xJ. 
Proposition 2.2. Giuen sets 1, J, K the composition operation (-)o( -): 
%-(J*,K*)x%‘(l*,J*)+%4’(l*,K*) ‘. 1s continuous in both variables. 
Proof. Letf=(f~)j:I*~J*andg=(~k)k:J*~K*.T~showy~(-):A”~~‘“J~A’~~’~”K 
is continuous it suffices to show the (X,k)lh component A”(‘)XJ+A is continuous for 
every (X, k)&(I) x K. But this is the operation that takes a family ( pi)jEJ of power 
series in A”“‘, substitutes it in the variables ( J’~)~ of gk, and gives out the Xth 
coefficient of the power series thus obtained. Now if gk is a monomial the operation 
A”(r)XJ+A, call it m, is an “analytic” function since it is given by the formula (**). 
It is therefore, a continuous function of posets. If gk is any power series, say 
gk=(&as(.tJj)gY.k Y then m is the sup of the partial operations determined by the scaled 
monomials yy.L Y and, thus, continuous. 
For the other variable, we want to prove that (-)-f‘: (A’6cJ1)K+(A’6cr’)n is continu- 
ous. This is the operation that takes a family (qk)ktX., ~,EA”‘~’ and gives out the new 
family (o~)~ where ok is obtained by replacing J’~ in qk by j; for allj. But then fixing k the 
operation qkwok is the morphism of algebras .4”‘J’-+A”(‘) determined by the family 
(h)j. Therefore, (-),~,f preserves all sups (sums) as well as the product on the power 
quantale (A”‘J’)“. 0 
Corollary. Every endornorphisrn has a,fixpoint. That is, given I, .f‘: I *+I * there is CE A’ 
such that f(c)=c. 
Proof. This is just because ,E A’AA’ is the same as the function 
fo ( -) : ~6 ‘(@*, I *)+ $4 ‘(@*, I *) and is, therefore, continuous. 0 
Since our category ‘lf comes with a natural cpo-enrichment (every horn-set has 
a cpo structure, and composition is continuous; the category of cpo’s has for objects 
posets with bottom and directed sups, for morphisms continuous functions) we have 
to ask if the Cartesian closed structure respects that enrichment. It is indeed the case: 
The natural isomorphisms 
ti~(K*,l*xJ*)z-B’(K*,l*)x %/.(K*,J*) 
X”(K*,I*=J*)z%(K*xl*,J*) 
are isomorphisms of posets. As far as we know, the idea of using cpo-enriched 
categories as an abstract framework for domain theory is due to Wand [26,28] (in the 
slightly more general context of w-posets). 
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3. The untyped calculus 
To get a model of the untyped lambda calculus all it takes is a set M, and a bijection 
59(M) x M 1 M. It turns out in practice that the elements of M do not have to be 
described in much further detail, and all calculations can be done abstractly, given the 
bijection. But for the record we explicitly construct such an M as follows: first define 
by induction the set N 
*EN 
If /1&‘(N) and PEN then (ii,fi)~N. 
In other words we have constructed the least fixpoint (initial T-algebra) for the functor 
T:Set+Set that sends X to %(X)xX+ I*). The operation (-, -):%(N)x N-+N 
defines a bijection onto N-i*). This allows us to define its inverse operations 
G:N--i*)--+%‘(N) and DIN-(*)-+N, and we get (Gr,Dr)=z, G(A,p)=A, 
D (A, /I) = j? where defined. We define M by identifying * and (1, *) in N, taking the 
congruence generated by ( -, - ) and that equation; thus, getting G* = 1, D* = *. We 
now have a set M along with a bijection (-, -):%5(M) x M+M and, so, 
M*zM**M* in X‘. It is easy to define M so as to also get an easily coded 
M z M + M (in order to get surjective pairing) but we want to keep things as simple as 
possible. Another approach would be to take for M the natural numbers and use 
coding to get the desired isomorphism; we find the method above more in the spirit of 
computer science. 
Also in order to keep things simple we put A = S = (0, 1) in this section. A power 
series JJEA”(‘) can now be identified with a subset of Y(I), corresponding to the 
nonzero coefficients. Let p = ( Pj)j : I * +J *, q = (q,), : J* + K *, and o = (c+)~ be their 
composite. Then an easy translation of (**) shows X&(Z) belongs to ok iff 
There exist Y1, Y,, . . . . Y,,E%( I) along with elements j(l), . . . ,j(n)~J such 
that Y1 l YZ*...* Y,,=X, ~j(l)*-Yj(Z,* “‘*.yj(,,,~qk and Y,EPj(m,, 1 <m<n. 
The untyped lambda calculus is constructed as usual. The terms are defined by 
induction. 
- Variables r,,,ri,~‘~,... are terms. To distinguish between these variables and the 
ones that are generators of the power series rings we call these lambda variables. 
- There is a set of constants, which may be empty. 
~ If t is a term, ci a variable that may or may not be free in t, then (~“vi)t is a term, 
where Ci is no longer free in t. 
- Ifs, t are terms then ts is a term. We use the standard notational convention: the 
operation of application associates to the left. 
Let t be a term. The interpretation [r] is defined by induction and is a morphism 
(M*)“+M*, where by (M*)’ we mean the product of M* a countable number of times 
with itself; the proof we gave for the existence of finite products in %* obviously carries 
to the infinite case. That is, [t] is a family ( [t]a)asM of power series of A”@’ ‘M (or 
subsets of %‘(N x M)), where N x M is to be thought of as the disjoint sum of the set 
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M N times with itself. In particular, we have the coprojections vi : M --) N x M, given by 
vi(z)=(i, 3). For XEM, N we write ~6 to denote the generator of %(N x M) correspond- 
ing to z in the ith copy of M in N x M; i.e. x~=x,,,~). If XE%( M) we write X’” to mean 
the value of ~(vi):t4'(M)~~(~ x M) applied to X; remember, +? is a functor. 
~ If t is L’i then [tll is .xk. 
~ Every constant c has been assigned a value [c] where for every EEM [c& is 
a constant power series; i.e. either 0 or 1. 
~ If t is (1.ri)s then Xc[t], iff no variable of the form .x1 (any /ITEM) appears in it and 
X l (G#‘E[s&,~. 
- If t is sr then XE[~], iff there exist n=p,.Bz.....Bk~(~(M), PjgM, along with 
Y,Z,, . . ..Zk~%(W x M) such that Y-Z1 l ...*Zk=X. YE[s](~,_), and Zj~[rlO,, 
all j. 
As is to be expected, [t] in the last definition is just the composite 
(N xM)*- "sl'[rl) M* x M* "Id ,(M*+M*)x M*AM*, 
where 5 is the isomorphism M*+M*aM*) and ev the evaluation. This definition 
simplifies if r is a lambda variable ui since the clause Zjg[rlal becomes Zj=xb,: 
- XE[Sl;i]a iff there is YE%‘(N x M), A&(M) such that X= Y*LI(~’ and YE[s]~~.+. 
The same kind of argument applies if it is s which is a lambda variable. 
- XE[U~~]~ iff there is /I =flr *fiz •."*/jk~%(M), /ljEM, Z~,...,Z~E%(N X M) such 
that ZjE[r]p,, allj and s;,~.,)*Z~ l ...*Zk=X. 
It is easy to prove that given a term t and YE M then a variable _$ appears in [t]= only 
if ~1~ appears free in t. In particular if t is closed then [t& will be a constant: either 0 or 
1. In other words, the interpretation of a closed term is a subset of M: cx~[t] iff 
[t&= 1, by the standard abuse of notation. When the context makes it clear that we 
are dealing with closed terms, we tend to say cc~[t] more than [t],= 1. So, let r,s be 
closed terms. Then in this case the definition of [sr] simplifies further: 
- SIE [sr] iff there exists il = fi 1 l .‘.=flk&5(M),flj~Msuchthat (il,x)~[s]andfi~~[r], 
all j. 
The definition above turns the power set Y(M)= W(8*, M*) into a combinatory 
algebra [lS], as is to be expected. If B, Cc M then BC is defined just as [sr] above, 
putting B = [s], C = [r]. It is interesting to compare this with Scott’s original 9%~ [24] 
model. Scott’s model starts with a set L (coded as the natural numbers) and an 
isomorphism (-, -) : L s@"(L) x L, Y" being the operation of taking the set of all 
finite subsets. There is a great similarity between P( -) and %( -): the former is 
simply the latter with the repetitions eliminated. If B, Cc L then 
- c(eBC iff there exists ,I = i /II,, . ., BkJ~./PW(L) such that (A, X)EB and /j’jEC, all j. 
Since the functor 9” is (a bit) simpler than %, the greater simplicity of our model is due 
to something else: the fact that a term is modelled by something more than a function 
on the points. In Scott’s model the morphisms of the category are continuous 
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functions on Y(L), and this forces some identifications: the domain Cont(P(L),g(L)) 
is not isomorphic to Y(L), but only to a retract. This discrepancy introduces more 
complications when we start calculating terms and kills true q-conversion. 
One easily sees that if II, C are recursive subsets of A4 then BC can only be asked to 
be r.e. because we have to do a potentially unending search before coming up with a 1. 
But if B, C are r.e. sets then a rather standard recursion-theoretic argument will show 
BC is r.e.. 
Theorem 3.1. The interpretation aboce is a sound semantics for the untyped lambda 
calculus: the substitution lemma holds, and so do fi-concersion and q-conversion. 
Proof. This is just an application of the standard facts about the semantics of the 
untyped lambda calculus in a Cartesian closed category with an object isomorphic 
with its own object of endomaps [29]. q 
Let us calculate some standard terms. To simplify notation, instead of using the 
formal lambda variables 1~~) u2, . . . we use the meta-lambda variables u,u and w. To 
these we associate the sets of meta-variables (~,),,~,(y~)~ and (z%)@, respectively, to 
denote the corresponding elements of A”(” x”). For example, if the reader decides that 
z: turns out to be C’i, then y, means XI. Also, for AE%(M), .4 = /I1 l p2 l ...* pk with fljEA4, 
we write, say, yn to denote yPI l ysz l ... l ySk; what we formerly would have denoted by 
A(‘), given the assignment of i in the previous sentence. Notice that x1 = 1. 
Since the first three examples are quite simple, we leave the calculations to the 
reader. Remember, a nonclosed term is modelled by a power series in the right 
variables, but a closed term in presented as a subset of M. If K =(A~)(/lu)2: then 
IIKI=((G<L~))IEM). 
If B is any subset of M then [ K]B is easily seen to be ((1,p) 1 PEB}. The first 
three Church numerals are defined as follows: 0 =( 3.~) (i.u)u, 7 =( 1.~) (l.u)vu, 
~=(~.u)(J.u)u(c’u). Now 
C~l={<LGw))I~~~; 
By q-conversion i is I = (h)u and 
C~l={(~,~)l~~w. 
We show the full calculation for 2. 
XE[UU], iff there is AE%(M) such that X=ycn,l)xn. 
XE[V(UU)], iff there are r=fil •...=/?L~%‘(M) (/Ij~A4), 
A,, . . ..Ak&(M). such that 
Xg[(j.u)c(cu)], iff there are r=p, l . ..*flL&(M) (Bj~M), 
A,, . . ..&E%(M).~EM such that 
~=)‘~r.zi’J’(n,.~~)‘~~.~~.~z)~.“’J’(nr./~~)~ 
iff there are r=/I, l . . . l fl,~%‘(M) ( /ljsA4), 
A I, . . . ..4.&((M).sr~M such that 
~~=((r.a)(A,,p,>(n,,Bz>...(Ak,/3k), 
(A,-A,*...-A,,x)). 
Notice that in the above it is possible to have k=O, i.e. r= 1. Then y has to be of the 
form (( 1, x), (1, cc)). It is not hard to get the general formula for the general Church 
numeral fi, although writing it down poses notational problems. A suggested exercise 
is to calculate S. 
Let us now look at the “paradoxical combinator” Y = (2~) [((~~u)c(u~))((~~)c(~u))]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Bc M und let ,f he u closed term such thut [.f‘] = B (,f might just he 
a constunt). Then [vf] is the leust ji.ued point of B: 
Proof. We emphasize that the theorem is valid for any model of the form M*, M being 
a set equipped with an isomorphism ( -, - ) : K(M) x M -+M. Let C be the least fixed 
point of B. An easy calculation shows C is the least subset of M obeying the inductive 
relations. 
(a) @EC if (l,cr)EB 
(b) CXEC ifthereisA=b,*fl,*...* [jkg%(M), fiieM such that (A,x)EB and Pi~C, 
all i. 
Notice that actually (b)=(a); so, (a) is not necessary. We wrote things this way to single 
out the empty case. Since [yf] is a fixpoint of D we know Cc [Yf]. Hence, it suffices 
to show the reverse inclusion. We know that [Yf’] = DD, where D = [(i.u)f‘(uu)]. 
A computation like the ones above shows that D is the set of all elements of the form 
((r,,B1>(T,,Bz>...(rk,ljk)rlr2...rk,~), for all A=fi1*lj2-...*ljk~%(M), fiiEM 
such that (A,x)EB, and all rI.TZ, . . ..Tkg%(M). Now suppose ~EDD. This means 
that there is at least one ( Y,~)ED such that if Y = x1 l x2 l ‘.‘*C(, (rj~M) then all ‘Uj are 
in D too. Let the degree of ;’ be the minimum value II takes over the set of all such 
(!?‘y). We prove that ~EC by induction over the degree of ;‘. 
So, assume that for every ~EDD of degree <n we have that ~EC. Let 7 have degree 
n:therets(Y,~)EDwtthY=x,*xz* ‘.‘*a,, (rjcM) and all slj are in D. Since (‘f’,y)~D, 
Y is of the form (r,,p,)(r,,P2)...(rkrBk)rlr2...rk with (BIo820...=Bn,~)~B. 
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Let TjEP1’P2*“’ l pm, p,gM. For every pi there is an zj. equal to it and, therefore, 
P[ED. But since there is also an Zjss with (fj,13,)=~j,,, we also have that (rj>flj)ED 
and, therefore, ~j336DD. But then the degree of fij is obviously less than n (because 
m<n) and so /Ij~C’. This being true for anyj, and since ( B1 l /I2 •...-flk,y)~B, we get 
that ‘JEC, by the inductive relation (b). C 
4. Splitting idempotents 
For this section we can revert to the assumption that A is any frame. Since %” is 
a Cartesian closed category it is a model of the typed first-order lambda calculus. We 
do not bother with the details of the semantics, which are well-known [15, 14,291 and 
closely resemble the untyped case. We follow the conventions established above, 
except that we often dispense with the semantic brackets [ -1 and, thus, identify the 
syntactic objects and the semantics ones; to any object I* of %‘ corresponds an atomic 
type of the calculus, also denoted I*, and for every morphism f: I *-+J* there is 
a constant .f; of type I*aJ*. We can construct the typed lambda calculus these 
primitives generate, and reinterpret it in ft . . We intend to stay informal; the purpose 
of the semantics is to allow us to name morphisms easily in the category. In particular 
we do not bother with a slight ambiguity: in a standard interpretation (as in the 
previous section) a closed term t of type I *+J* stands for a point @*-+Z*==J*. For 
us in the next few paragraphs a closed term t means the morphism t: I*-+J* which 
is the exponential transpose of the point above; let us call this the “incorrect” 
semantics. 
As is well known [ 15, 16.1,29], if @ is a Cartesian closed category, then the category 
Spl(C) obtained by formally splitting the idempotents of (E is also Cartesian closed. 
Let us give a bit more details about the construction of Spl(@). An object is a pair 
(X, e), where XE@ and e : X+X is such that e $3 e= e. A morphism (X, e)+( Y,f) is an 
s: X-t Y such that ,f; s=s -‘e. The product of (X,e) and (Y,f) is the object 
(X x Y,e xf). The space of functions from (X,e) to (Y,f) is the object 
(X= Y, (1~‘: X3 Y),f- M’. e); in other words, (X+ Y, (j.M?: X* Y) (Jo : X)f(w(e(.x)))). 
But in our case W is a concrete category, and it is a full subcategory of the much larger 
category 3Pp, where .d is the category of A-algebras. Since ,d is obtained by 
(infinitary) universal algebra, it is complete and cocomplete, and so is .doP. In this case, 
the splitting of an idempotent has a concrete meaning: there is a full and faithful 
functor ,f : Spl( F%“)+~&‘~, defined in an essentially unique way, defined as follows: 
m‘( I*, e) is the coequalizer of e and the identity. It is remarkable that this coequalizer 
is also the equalizer of e and the identity: the splitting of idempotents is a construction 
which is both a limit and a colimit. Thus, Jv‘( I *, e) as an algebra can be described by 
generators and relations: if (xi)iE, are the generators of A”‘(‘) and e=(ei)i is a family of 
power series, then .x(I*,e) is an A-algebra with a family (ai)iE, of generators subject 
to the relations ei((Uj)j)=Ui, where ei((aj)j) is the result of replacing xj in ei by aj, for 
all jE I. 
Problem. Describe the class of algebras obtained by splitting the idempotents of .p/. 
Ideally we would like an intrinsic description: find properties that entirely charac- 
terize such algebras, the way the splitting of idempotents in algebraic lattices gives rise 
to continuous lattices [23]. In our case this problem has to await further study; in the 
meantime we work with generators and relations. One problem with the present 
description with generators and relations is that the relations have to obey a combina- 
torial rule (we need to have e,((~~)~)=r~. which is another way of saying that e is 
idempotent) and it is not easy to describe all idempotents endomorphisms of a given 
algebra A”“. There is a subclass which is more manageable, though. 
Definition. We say an endomorphism e = (ei)i : I* -+I* of $/ is inJlationury if e > Id for 
the natural order on Y/ ‘( I*, I *). This amounts to saying that the coefficient of .Yi in ei is 
1 for every iE1; if A = (0, l), our convention rewrites this as .~iE~i. The inflationary 
idempotents are the closure operators of Scott. Given an inflationary endomorphism 
e there is a least inflationary idempotent e# such that e’ 3 P: just take e’ = sup {e, r 2 e, 
e - P r, . 1. Actually, Troy endo r has a least inflationary idempotent above it: define 
t”=e v Id, where v is the binary sup in the frame Y!.‘(I*. I*), and then take 
e# = sup (PI, L” PI, cl PI e’. 1 By the way, given any two morphisms 
~=(P~)~,Y=(Y~)~:J*~K* in U’then their sup pVq is the family (P~+Y~)~ of power 
series. It is very easy to show that the subcategory Spl,,,( Yf ‘)c Spl( $1’) obtained by 
splitting only the inflationary idempotents is Cartesian closed. 
Proposition 4.1. Let e : A “‘)+A”(‘) he UII inflationarv rndornorphisrn qj’ A-ulyebras. Let 
e# he the /rust irlrrupotrrlt trhorr it. Thrrl the cwyurrli~cr in .d of r ad the identity is 
isomorphic to the cwequtrli-_rr of cj# dncl thr idmtity. 
Proof. Let p: A ‘(“+B be the first coequalizer and p# : A”(‘)+B# the second. Obvi- 
ously, it suffices to prove p’ e=p’ Id and p elz = p Id (Id being the identity). In 
the first case we first notice that 
es r=sup;c,tj ‘c,e (’ e, . . . ) ,e=sup (CJ e,e e e,ve~~e~~e, . ..i =e’, 
because composition is continuous in both variables. Therefore, 
P# ‘r=(p# c,“)r=p#, (es r)=p# .ae# =p#, 
For the second case. 
p pit =p sup;r.e 6j.e C’ P ,... )=sup{ps~~e,p-r-e,p 4 e-e,...}=p, 
and that completes the proof. 0 
This has a practical consequence, in that we can describe more easily the class of all 
algebras obtained by splitting inflationary idempotents over free algebras. Such 
algebras are exactly the ones we get by taking a set of generators (Ui)ie, and submitting 
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them to a set of relations of the form (ei((aj)je,)=ai)ie,, where (ci)isl is a family of 
power series in the variables (Xi)iel subject to the only condition that the coefficient of 
Xi in et is 1. In particular the ci can be polynomials. 
Proposition 4.2. Let e : I * + I *, f: J * + J * be inflationary endos of %‘. Let p be the endo 
of I*=>J* dejned by (Aw)fowOe. Then we have p# =(iw)f # 0 woe’. 
Proof. It is easy to see that for any n p” (meaning p composed with itself n times) is the 
exponential transpose of 
Id x e” 
(I**J*) x I*- (1*=>J*)xl*:J*zJ* 
and since composition is continuous in both variables, as is the operation 
Idx(-):w(I*,Z*)+%-((I*=J*)xI*,(I **J*) x I*) (this latter fact is quite easy 
to verify) we get that p# =sup,( p”) is the exponential transpose of 
Idxr# 
(I*+J*) x I*- (I*+J*)xl*:J*- J‘S J*. 0 
This result makes it easy to describe function spaces. Given a set I and an 
inflationary endomorphism e: A’6’r)+A”‘1) we write (I,e) to denote the A-algebra 
obtained by splitting e#. We write (J,e)* when we want to say the object is in the 
opposite category, the one that ultimately interests us. For instance, the previous 
proposition says that (I, e)**( J,f)* = (‘6( I) x J, (1.w) f 2 w c e)*. 
Let us show what calculations are like in practice. As usual when we start 
calculating we put A=S={O, 1). Let (x2)_,, (Y,,)~~~ and (z~~,~))~,~~(,),~~~ be the 
generators of A”“), ,4’6’J’ and A”‘“” J, respectively, and let U, u and w be of type I *, J* 
and I *+J *, respectively. Let e and f be inflationary endos of I * and J *, respectively. 
Since the variables x, appear in e a term of the calculus whose “correct” semantics is 
the morphism e is e(u), where the lambda variable u appears. Then (reverting to 
semantical brackets for ease of notation) 
YE[w(e(u))lD iff Y=z(,, ,...,=“. p)*X1 l ...*X., where XiEe,,. 
To simplify notation, given /1, XE%(I), we write Xl,n to mean that if/i = CC~ l ... l a,, 
ai~l, then there are X,,...,X,E~(I) such that X=X, l ...*X. and XiEeZ,, 1 di-cn. 
So, the statement above translates as 
Ys[w(e(u))ls iff Y=z~,,.~) l X where Xl,il. 
Therefore, 
YE[f(w(e(u)))lp iff Y=z(n,,pl)=...*z(,,“,/l~~*X,*...=X, for 
~1,...,4,XI, .f., X,E%(Z) such that Xile/ii, 1 <i<n 
and YD,*~B~*...*~~~EC~I~ 
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Taking the lambda abstraction of u 
Z~[,fc-\v ‘c]~~,,~, iff Z==,,~,,I,,,*...==(,~,,,p,,) such that there are 
Xi, . . . . X,,E%(I) with XilC,ni, 1 <i<n X=X, l . ..-X., 
[,f’- MJ 2 e] is the endo of I **J* we are looking for, if we use “correct” notation. 
The category Spli”,(~ ‘) is now much more manageable. It has many interesting 
features, that we do not have time to explore in detail. One remarkable characteristic 
is the presence of many nonisomorphic domains admitting a single point: e.g. if 
e=(e,),,, is an endo of A”“) such that 1 EP, for every SI then the object (I, e)* has 
a unique point. An important subcategory of Spl,,,(Yf ‘) is the one obtained by 
splitting only the inflationary idempotents of M *. It is easy to see that this sub- 
category (call it Spli”,(M*)) is almost Cartesian closed, in the sense that it has binary 
products and exponents, but not a terminal object: if e is an inflationary idempotent of 
M* then (M. P)* cannot be O*, as the reader can easily prove. Another fact we leave to 
the reader as an exercise is that the objects of Spli,f(M*) are exactly the objects (with 
the same isomorphism type as those) of Spli,,( Yf ‘) with a finite or countable (non- 
zero!) number of generators. They could be called srpcrrwhlr objects. as a tradition 
goes. 
The category Spli,,(M*) furnishes a model of the lambda calculus with a type of all 
types, just as in the ./Pw model [17, 31. Let V be the constant of M*, written in infix 
notation, defined by 
cl.4 v L’],=.X,+j’,* 
where X, are the variables attached to the lambda variable U. and ~1~ to I:; V is the 
internalisation of the sup operator. It is easy to prove that it commutes with 
i.-abstraction, i.e. (E,K)uN~ V r\v = u V t’. If e is any point of M* let e’ = e V I. Then we see 
that Y((~,~)e’~~(e’Vu)) is the sup of (e’,e’ ‘4,~’ e’ CC,...), and so Y((2zl)r’ (~‘VU)) 
is the least inflationary idempotent above L’. i.e. CJ’. This makes 
V = (E.w)Y ((j-u) (e V I) ‘- (e V I V u)) into an inflationary idempotent. This allows us to 
interpret in Spli”,(M*) a form of dependent type theory where (M, V)* is a type of all 
types. At the time of writing we do not know if n is definable in our model, i.e. if the 
usual right adjoint exists. This would furnish a model of polymorphism with a type of 
all types, but without a terminal object. 
5. Extending f! 
We embed % in a larger Cartesian closed category y ‘, whose objects are similar to 
Girard’s coherent domains [6,7], but show an essential difference. For this section, we 
assume that A is an irreducible frame, i.e. such that N l h =0 = 17 =0 or h=O. 
A complete total order is always an irreducible frame, and in particular S is. 
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Definition. A (quantitative) predomain (I, *, ) is an ordered pair made of a set I, along 
with a binary relation z1 on it (the subscript will be dropped most of the times) which 
is symmetric (i+j*j+-i) and reflexive (i+ i always). We write i-j to mean the 
negation of i==j; in particular this means that - is antireflexive (i-j*i#j) and also 
symmetric. 
Given a predomain (I, =z=) we want to construct the A-algebra generated by I (as 
usual we think of I as a set (.Yi)itr of variables), subject to the relations xi* Xi=0 
whenever i-j. Let K (I, =s) be the subset of g( I) of all monomials xi, l xi2 l ... l Xi, such 
that i k+il for all k, 1. %(I) inherits the multiplication operation from g’(Z), but now it is 
partially defined. It is now easy to see that the algebra sought is A’6’(1,“), where as 
before a function ( px)x : 55 (I, ==)+A is seen as a power series CXEf6 ,,, _,px l X and the 
product of two monomials X, Y is zero if X l Y is not defined in V?(I,==). A”“.“’ has 







where a “proper” (prop) map I-+B is a family (hi)i~l of elements of B such that 
hi l bj = 0 whenever i-j. We define a new category % where an object, denoted (I, *)*, 
is a predomain (I, e), and a morphism (I, =z=)* +( J. e)* is a morphism of A-algebras 
A’(J.*-)-+A’(,“~z’. % can be identified with a full subcategory of y -; given a set I the 
predomain with the full relation (I, I x I) yields a free A-algebra. 
Theorem 5.1. I. is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. To show %~‘ has products, let (I , G) and (J, c) be predomains. Let (I + J, e + ) 
be the predomain whose underlying set is the disjoint sum I +J, such that the 
restrictions of * + to I, J are the original relations sI, eJ, and such that i-j always 
when iEl,jeJ or ~EJ, jE1. Given an arbitrary A-algebra B we have 
prop((~+J,*+ 1, B)~prop((~,-_), B) x prop((J, *I, 4 
and it is easy to see that (I + J, e + )* is the product (I, +)* x (J, K=)* in “I“, a projec- 
tion, say n:(I+J,*+ )*-+(I,-)* being of the form A”“), where z:I-+Z+J is the 
inclusion. Notice that again we have a bijection ??(I + J, C= +)r g( I,-_) x @(J, *). 
This is because given a pair (X, Y), XEG~‘(Z, =z=), YE+?( J, 2) then the definition of 
‘L + guarantees that X l Y is defined as an element of +?(I + J, + + ). We have used (and 
shall use again) the convention of considering g(I, -),q( J, -) as subsets of 
%(I + J, 2). Let us now try to calculate (I, =z )*-( J, K=)*. Suppose this latter object 
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exists and is realized by a predomain (H , e). Then, given any predomain (K, +) we 
have that 
By exponential adjunction a proper map p: (J, e)+A ‘o(l.~)x’/(K.-_) is SOme kind of 
function % (I, ==-) x J+ A”‘K.” between underlying sets. p=( pj)j,J can be simply 
thought of a family P=(P,.x. Y)jtJ. .x~‘~~~~. )‘t%,h, of elements of A. The fact that 
p is proper is the condition j-j’ * pj l pj, =O, or equivalently 
j-j’-V(X. X’& (I. c=), Y, Y’E% (J, s)) 
(pj.X,~‘pj’.,~‘,1-“X’X” Y’ Y’=O). 
The quantifiers are to the right of an implication, and the quantified variables do not 
appear to the left side, so this can be rewritten as the universal closure of 
.j-j' => pj,~,y'pj',,~'.~,'X'X" Y* Y’=O. 
But since A is irreducible, this is equivalent to 
j-.j’ => (pj.,y,r#O and ~,,,x~,~,fO => X*X’* Y* Y’=O). (*) 
Since for XE%(I. *), YE%( J,+) we always have that X0 Y=O a X=0 or Y=O 
(because of the definition of e+) this can be rewritten as 
j-j’ => ((/lj,s,r#O and pj,,x,,r,#O) * (X*X’=0 or Y- Y’=O)). 
After a bit of Boolean shuffling we see this is equivalent to 
X*X’#O and j-j’ * ((P~,,~,~#O and Pj,,x,,r’#O) * (Y*Y’=O)). 
But this latest condition can be given another interpretation (compare with (*)): if 
q:%(I,s)xJ+A”‘“.” ) is the function obtained by taking the exponential transpose 
of p, then p is proper iff ~1 is proper for the following relation - x on H = $5 (I, =s) x J: 
(X,j)--.(X’,j’) iff X*X’#O and j-.j’. (**) 
Therefore, we have proven (since every isomorphism above is natural in the necessary 
variables) that f is Cartesian closed, with (I. ==)**( J, e)* =(C( I, -_) x J, cx )*. 0 
We can now elaborate on the “essential difference” alluded to at the beginning of 
this section. A coherent (pre)domain is also a pair (I, +-), where I is a set and 
=Z a symmetric, reflexive relation. Given a coherent predomain (I, e) there is a con- 
struction .P(l, +-) that takes the place of % (I, =zF-) we just used for our kind of 
predomain: 9”( I, -) is the set of 11 a co h erent finite subsets of I, i.e. all cz c I finite such 
that i,i’Ea * iti i’. Once again, this is the construction %( -) with the repetitions 
removed, and this can hardly be called an essential difference; but things start to really 
diverge when we take function spaces: let (I , =s) and (J, e) be two coherent predo- 
mains. Then the coherent equivalent of the predomain (%‘(I, -) x J, + X ) is 
(Y’( I, E=) x J, K= .), where 
(a,j)-.(u’,j’) iff UUCI’ is coherent and (j-j’ or j=j’). 
The condition “aua’ is coherent and j-j”’ is the exact parallel of (**). But to this 
condition is disjuncted another, which has no counterpart in our quantitative do- 
mains. The theory of coherent domains can be given a treatment based on Stone 
duality, and this will be the subject of another paper [13]. The algebras used for 
coherent domains are a bit different, in the sense that addition is a partial operation. 
An interesting thing about the category Y is that its horn-sets are now bounded- 
complete posets in general, and not just algebraic lattices. The reason is that if 
p:(J,ti)+A ““.*’ is a proper map, and p’:J+A”“,“’ any function such that p’<p 
(for the pointwise order on (A “(‘.*‘)J) then p’ is proper. But the sup (pointwise sum) of 
two proper maps is not necessarily proper. Notice that if A = S then the horn-sets are 
actually coherent domains! That is, if (I, e) and (J, =P) are quantitative predomains 
then there is a predomain (K, K=) such that the poset Y ‘((I, -)*,( J, G)*) is isomorphic 
to the poset of coherent subsets of K. The easy proof of this is left to the reader. But 
obviously composition is not any more stable than before, just continuous. 
6. Linear morphisms 
In this section we set A =S. 
Definition. Let (I, E=) and (J, =I=) be two predomains. A linrar morphism 
(I, a)*+( J, e)* is a morphism A”(J,“)+A ““,*) of algebras such that every variable 
Yj is sent to a linear power series in A “(‘.=), i.e. a sum of variables. We have put A = S 
because this makes the definition intrinsic, independent of the presentation of an 
algebra: in this case, a variable of A “J. -) is an element .x which is atomic (X # 0 and the 
only thing strictly below it is 0) and multiplicatively prime among atomics (.u# I and 
JY =x for ~1, I?atomic implies x = r or .Y = 2). There are other choices of A that makes it 
possible to recover the generators from the full algebra; we let the reader explore these 
posibilities himself. We write 7 ; for the category whose objects are the same as those 
of Y. but whose morphisms are required to be linear. It is easy to see that the products 
in Y are still products in % ;, in particular that projections are linear. Note that the 
subset of A”“,“’ of all linear power series is isomorphic to A’. A linear morphism 
p: (I, e)*-( J, =z=)* is a family (pj)jtJ of linear polynomials of A”“‘; since we have 
decided A to be two-element frame, we can consider linear power series as sets, and 
write things like .XiEpi, as in Section 3; the family (pj)j is subject to the one condition: 
,j-j’ and xi~pj, xi,Epj, implies i--i’. (#) 
Definition. If (I, ==) and (J, e) are predomains, then their tensor product is the 
predomain (I x J, z~), where (i. j)=z=,( i’, j’) iff i=z=i’ and jcj’. We write 
(I, c=)* @(J, e)* for (I x J, =I=@)*. Out of this we can define a bifunctor 
(-)@(-): f;x I;+z/;: let p=(pi)iEI:(l’,+)*+(I,+)* and q=(qj)jeJ:(J’,e)*-+ 
(J, E=)* be linear, with (.~i,)i’t,’ and (J’j’)j,tJ, the corresponding variables. Define 
/J 0 q’( p@ qi,j)i,,j :( I’,==)* 0 (J’, “)*4(I, *)* @ (J, ti)* 
as follows: if zi,,j, is a variable of A’6(“XJ’,“*‘, then =I,,j,Ep @ qi,j iff xizEpi and yjCEqj. 
It is very easy to see p @q thus defined is indeed a linear morphism. It is also easy to 
check that the tensor product is “associative and commutative” in the sense which is 
appropriate for structures on a category; it also has a “unit” given by the object 
(1, =z)*, 1 being the one-element set and ‘L the unique possible predomain structure 
on it. Thus, we have a symmetrical monoidal structure on $ ;. 
Theorem 6.1. For every (I, e) the @ctor (-) 0 (I, +)* : Y /- f / bus a right adjoint 
(I, e)*- (-), called lineur implication. In other brords, Y ; has a closed structure. 
Proof. The proof is very much like that of Theorem 5.1. Given any predomain ( J, =I=), 
write AtJ.” to denote the subset of A”“,‘.” made of all linear power series, isomorphic 
to AJ as a set. A Proper function (J, ==+A”.” is a function p:J+A’ between the 
underlying sets that obeys condition (#) above. To construct (I, -)*- (J, +)* we 
are looking for a predomain (H, *) such that given any (K, -) we have that 
Y;((K,+)*,(H,==)*)sf;((K,-)*@(I,+)*,(J,-)*) 
But an element of the last horn-set is the same thing as a Proper map 
(J,+)--tA(Kxl.==O), i.e. by exponential adjunction some kind of map I x J+AK. It is 
easy to see that if we put the predomain structure +_ on I x J, where (i, j)- ,( i’, j’) iff 
i+i’ and j-j’ then there is a natural bijection between Proper maps 
(I x J, e2)+AtK.==) and Proper maps (J, +)+A’” x1.==-O) and, thus, we have that 
(I, =P)*-J (J,e)*=(lxJ,e-,,)*. 0 
Given a set I, write I * to denote the object (I, e) of $ ‘, where ‘L is the full relation 
I x I. Then the monoidal closed structure (@,--;) restricts to the full subcategory 
ti; of f j consisting of objects of the form I *. Notice that given any predomain (I, =z) 
then its “linear negation” (I, =z)*--, 1* is the domain I *, which makes a contrast with 
ordinary coherent domains. In our case negation is an involution only on % ;, where it 
is the identity. Notice that since we have assumed A = S in this section, % ; is actually 
the category of sets and relations. 
We can now construct the connective that relates linear and ordinary maps. Given 
a predomain (I, G=), let !( I, +)* be the domain (55 (I, ==), =s)*, where for X, YE%( I, 0, 
XC= Y iff X l Y is defined in % (I, =z=). 
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It is now obvious that (I, =.s)* =t- (J, e)* 2 !(I, E=)*+ (J, =z)*. This fact is accom- 
panied by more categorical structure. The operator ! is functorial on V’; and comes 
equipped with a comonad (cotriple) [16, 21 structure, i.e. natural transformations 
&:!+ld and 6:!+!~! satisfying certain identities. Let us define these natural trans- 
formations, and leave the rest of the verifications to the interested reader: let (I, z=) be 
given. Let A stand for an element of %(I, e), i.e. A is to be looked at as a word as 
opposed to a monomial; for ill we denote the word of length one by i”&(I, e). The 
variables of A”“‘(‘.“‘,*‘) are denoted by ( yn),,Efdr.(,,e,; an element of %(%(I, +), =I=,) is 
written as an n-tuple (iI,,A,, . . . . A,,), where A,E%‘( I, +). Then A, l A2 l ... l A, stands 
for the word of YY( I, =z=) gotten by concatenation. Then the component of E at (I, =I=) is: 
(.q)i., : !( I,*_)*+( I, e)*, 
and the component of 6 
Remark 6.2 (not just fi)r cuteyory theorists). As we were writing this section the role of 
linear maps became more and more clear, until we felt we could rewrite the whole 
paper around them (which would surely please Girard). Let us describe an alternative 
approach to quantitative domains based on the theory of monads. We can now 
assume that A is any locale, or even any infinitary semiring. Let 4 be the following 
category: An object is a predomain (I, e), and a morphism (I, e)+( J, e) is a func- 
tion f: I+J such that i-j-f(i)-_/“(j). Define a monad (T, q,p) on 2 as follows: for 
(I, +)~d), T(I, +) is (A’ , E=), where for a, h: I+A we have that a& iff there are i,jczl 
such that a(i)*h(j)#O and itij. Givenf‘: (I,+)+( J, e), Tfsends (ai)ip, to the family 
(~it(S~l(j),Ui)j.J. The unit ?I at (I,e) is the morphism I+A’ that sends i to the 
Kronecker delta function 8:_,. The multiplication p is the morphism AA’-+A1 that 
sends the family (u~)~,,_~ to the family (C, I_Auf*.f(i))i. If we forget about the 
relation * (or more accurately, restrict to the category of predomains of the form I*, 
I a set), this is the monad over sets of (infinitary) A-modules. We claim (and it is quite 
easy to prove) that the opposite (dT)op of the Kleisli category of T is the category %‘; of 
domains and linear mappings. So, linear logic is in fact co-linear! 
Now we can define another monad (R, q, p) on 9, where R(Z, +)=(%‘(I, ti), c). 
Since this is a minor modification of the standard set-monad of commutative 
monoids, everything is easier to define over 4 than over % ;; the action on morphisms 
is the usual rewriting of words: given ,f’: I+J, xi1 l ... l Xi, is sent to Xs(il, l ... l xfCi,,. 
The unit (I, =z+(K( I, z=) , =z) is the insertion i-xi; if /1 ranges over the elements of 
55 (I, ==) and the generators of %(%(I, +), ZX) are denoted by ( J”)~, the multiplication 
sends a monomial J’,,, l “.*J~,,, to A, *...*A,,. The essential point is that there is 
a distrihutice hv 12, 9.21 E. : R 0 T+T 0 R. An element c of R(T(I, ti)) is a formal 
product of sums, and j*(c) is the sum of products obtained by redistributing. A dis- 
tributive law is a way to combine two monads to get a third: we get a new monad 
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(R 0 T, q, ,u), and the opposite of the Kleisli category of that monad is the category Y of 
all domains and all morphisms. This should not be surprising since R(T(Z, -)) is 
,4X”‘.“’ 
So now let 1 be any category, and suppose that there are monads R, T over it along 
with a distributive law E. : R 1 T+T ? R. It turns out that R always defines a monad R# 
on the Kleisli category Jr. Given a morphism ,f: I+TJ of .Jr we define R#f to be the 
composite 
RIRS’ RTJ IJ - TRJ. 
An easy diagram chase shows R# is functorial. The unit of R’ is the composite of the 
two units; its value on an object I is: 
ILRI rlR1 - TRI. 
Multiplication is obtained the same way: 
The proofs that these operations are natural transformations in &are rather involved 
diagram chases, as usual. The proof that they form a monad is remarkably simple as 
these things go. It is also easy to show that the Kleisli category (2T)R# is isomorphic to 
_& r. Now the monad R# is a comonad if we look at it in the opposite of &. In the 
example above (&)op is Y ; and the comonad is !. The point of !, naturally [25] is that 
the functor ! sends products to the tensor that exists in % ;, making the Kleisli category 
of! Cartesian closed. It turns out that the tensor product in 3 ; = (~2~)“~ does not appear 
by magic and can be traced to some structure that originally exists in 4: there already 
is a tensor product in $ along with some added structure that seems to be a form of 
enrichment (or strength) [ 10, 11, 191 of the monad T over the monoidal structure in Z!, 
enabling the tensor to also live in dr. We do not pursue this systematic search for 
enrichment here any further; the axioms involved seem a bit too complicated to be 
practical, i.e. easy to verify, although the possible connection with the work of Moggi 
seems interesting indeed. Instead we will give examples of other categories with the 
same kind of structure. 
Example A. Let 1 be the same category as before. Given a predomain (I, ==), T(Z, ==) 
this time has for underlying set the set of all pairwise incompatible (meaning i, jGu, 
i#j=>i-j) subsets of I; for a, hgT(I, =F) we say ac~h iff i==j for some iEa, jEb. In 
particular we have that 8 is --related to every nonempty element of T(I, c). 
The action on morphisms, unit and co-unit are constructed just as above, mutatis 
mutandi. Then the opposite of dr is the category of coherent domains and linear 
maps. Again the operator ! can be defined as a monad R on 1, instead of as a comonad 
on the category of linear maps, and there is a distributivity law just like the one above. 
The reason why this works is due to the fact that the G-locale [13] associated to 
a coherent domain (I, +)* is freely generated by (I, c). 
Example B. Let 1 be the category of partially ordered sets and monotone functions. It 
is well known this is a Cartesian closed category. Given an ordered set I we take T(I) 
to be the poset of all lower sets N (i~a,j d i a ,j~a), ordered by inclusion. Given a map 
,f‘: I-+J, Tf‘ sends a lower subset of I to the lower subset of J generated by the image. 
The unit I+T(I) sends i to i I= (j I,j<i). The multiplication T(T(I))-+T( I) sends 
a set of lower sets to its union. It is quite easy to see that a T-algebra is simply 
a complete lattice: T(Z) is the free complete lattice generated by I. Notice that T(1) is 
the poset of functions S’““. S being our old friend the two-element poset: just identify 
a lower set with the inverse image of 1. Then ‘7, : I +S ‘“I’ is just the Yoneda embedding 
for posets. Denote the opposite of the Kleisli category 4-r by y ;, and call it the 
category of po-domains and linear maps. Given a poset I write I* to mark it as an 
object Y j. We then have the bijective correspondence 
linrnr 
1*-J* 
We define the tensor product of two po-domains by I * @ J * = (I x J)*. This opera- 
tion has to be extended to maps; if p:I*-+J* and p’:I’*+J’* then p can be 
considered as a two-place monotone function p( -, -): P’ x J+S and the same goes 
with p’(-, -):P x J’+S. Then p 0 q is the function (1 x l’)op x (J x J’)+S that 
sends (i, i’,j,j’) to p( i, j) l p’( i’,j’). It is trivial to check that tensoring has a right adjoint: 
if J* -2 K * is defined by ( Jop x K )*, we get 
liwar 
I*-( J*- K*) 
and that proves our claim. Negation is an involution on the whole of this category: 
I* -,l*=(Iop)*. But since (IxJ)“~=P’xJ ‘P it turns out that the tensor and the 
cotensor are identical. 
Given a poset I we define R(1) to be the poset of all finitely generated upper sets of 
I, ordered by reverse inclusion. The monad structure of R is just as for T, since 
finiteness does not disturb anything; an R-algebra is simply an inf-semilattice. There is 
a distributive law 3. : R 7 T-tT 13 R: let .cu’cR(T( I)), i.e. &’ is a finitely generated upper 
set of lower sets. In other words there are lower sets ul, . . ..a., such that any a~.& 
containsoneofthen,.Ifonethinksof.dasaword(Va,)A(Va,)A...A(Va,)then 
3.(d) should be the sup of all possible i, A iZ A ... A i,, where ikEuk. so, we define A(&) 
to be the set $3’ whose elements are all the possible sets of the form {ii, i2, . . . , i,,,] 7, 
where for every j<m there is a bjE:d such that ijEbj. It is then easy to see that the 
functor T a R gives the free frame associated to a poset, and that the full monad T 0 R is 
the monad whose category of algebras is the category of frames. Since the functor R# 
also takes the product in Y ; to the tensor we get that the category (9, R)OP of free 
locales is Cartesian closed. This is an interesting class of domains, that seems to be 
completely unexplored. It is quite close to the world of “classical” (i.e. Scott) domains, 
but supports linear logic. 
Note: the idea of considering a linear map I*-+J* as a kind of “bimodule” 
(profunctor) Iop x J+S has also been considered by Paul Taylor [27] where in his case 
I, J are groupoids and S is the category of sets. The loss of self-duality in [27] due to 
the insistence on stability can be recovered and we get that the modified model seems 
to belong to our general framework (one has to finagle with problems of set- 
theoretical size, though.) 
7. Liftings 
We conclude this paper with one negative result. Let us assume for simplicity that 
A = S. We have constructed a Cartesian closed category of domains $ ‘, that can be 
made larger by splitting all the idempotents. Spl( f ‘) contains everything constructed 
before the Remark 6.2 above. Given two objects Xi, X,~Spl(f ‘) we have predomains 
(1 1, e), ( Iz, 2) along with embeddings t’i : Xi~( Ii, =z=)* and projections 
pi: ( Ii, =c=)*+Xi, meaning that pi 1 ei is the identity. Therefore, by pre-post-composi- 
tion we can make the horn-set of all morphisms Xi +X, into a retract of the horn-set 
y ‘((I I,==)*,(1 Z, e)*). By the remark at the end of Section 5 the latter set is a Scott 
domain, i.e. an algebraic poset which is bounded-complete. So, Hom(X,, X,), being 
a retract of a Scott domain, is guaranteed to be a continuous semilattice. In particular 
it has a bottom and directed sups: it is a cpo. So we can define the notion of a strict 
morphism ,f:X,+X, in Spl( Y ‘): it is an .f such that ,fz Ix, = Ixl, where Ix, : @**Xi 
are the bottom elements of the horn-sets. Let Str(Spl( i, ‘)) be the subcategory which 
has the same objects as Spl( f .) but where the morphisms are strict. In ordinary 
domain theory the inclusion Str(Spl( Y ‘))+Spl($ ‘) always has a left adjoint, called 
lifting. The lifting of an “ordinary domain”, seen as a poset, is the addition of a new 
bottom below the previous one. Our negative result is that lifting does not exist in 
our case. But first a preliminary remark (that can be easily generalized for other 
choices of A). 
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Proposition. Let B he nn A-algebra that can be obtained as a retract of Ax(13*), for 
some predomain (I, s). Let bE B be idempotent for multiplication: b l b = b. Then b 2 1 
for the additive order, i.e. b + 1 = 1. 
Proof. Obviously, we can identify B with a subalgebra of A”“*=’ and, thus, consider 
the elements of B as power series. Since we have assumed A has two elements, given 
a monomial XE%(Z, -) we can say things like XEb. So, let XEb be a monomial of 
minimal degree in b. Since h= b= b, there are Y,ZE~ such that Y*Z=X. But either 
Y or Z has to be I because otherwise, X would not be of minimal degree. 0 
Theorem 7.1. L#iny is not d@ned .f& any object of Spl(? ‘). 
Proof. We work in the opposite category Spl( f ‘)‘P where the objects are A-algebras 
and maps morphisms of algebras. For instance the terminal object of Spl(~‘) is just A. 
Let B~spl( y ‘)‘P. Suppose a lifting of B exists: an algebra B along with a morphism 
y : B-+ B of algebras satisfying the universal property: 
given C’ES~I(%“)~P and p:C+B there is a unique p:C-*B such that qaj=p and 
_Lscp=IC. 
So, let C= A’/“‘), and .Y be the variable that generates C. For any A-algebra 
D a morphism C-+D is completely determined by its value on x. Let p send x to 1. Let 
bEb be&x). Since IBJ~= lcand &(x)=0, we have that Is(b)=O. Let r: C-+Bsend 
xtob~b.Thenq(r(x))=1~l=landI,(r(x))=O~O=O,soq~r=pandl~~r=l~,and 
by the universal property we get that r=@ and therefore b= bob. By the proposition 
above 62 1. But since l.B(b)=O we would get that 02 I in A, a contradiction. 0 
This makes the standard (as opposed to [S]) interpretation of computational 
processes less obvious than in, say, Scott domains, but perhaps no less interesting. 
A similar result on the absence of coproducts in the strict category in probably true. 
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